[Unexplained loss of consciousness: the diagnosis is never based on one symptom].
Patients with transient loss of consciousness are often seen by a variety of specialists. Even if typical signs occur, it can be difficult to identify specific causes. We discuss two patients with complex presentations. The first patient was diagnosed with sleep syncope, a relatively unknown type of reflex syncope. The prodromal symptoms of discomfort and the subsequent loss of consciousness occurred while the patient was in bed or got up to go to the toilet due to abdominal symptoms. The onset in supine position was misleading, since this is a well-known alarm symptom of a possible cardiac cause. The second patient had vasovagal syncope followed by a psychogenic pseudosyncope. This resulted in frequent loss of consciousness of long duration with typical and atypical triggers and uncommon syncopal signs, including eye closure. These conflicting symptoms can be a pitfall and clinical expertise is required to identify the type of syncope.